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We construct wo manifolds. The first construction uses a van Douwen line technique with no 
special set-theoretic assumptions and yields a separable, normal, nonmetrizable manifold. In the 
second construction we assume O+ to get a normal, but not collectionwise normal, manifold. 
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normal manifold separable collectionwise normal 0+ 
We here construct two manifolds. 
The first construction uses a “van Douwen line technique” to construct a separable 
normal nonmetrizable manifold. That such is possible was pointed out by Peter 
Nyikos. Van Douwen never really published [3] his simple but useful idea that one 
can take advantage of the fact that closed subsets of R are either countable or of 
cardinality c to do “Kunen line constructions” [4] without special set-theoretic 
assumptions; thus the name “van Douwen line”. Since this manifold is collectionwise 
ausdoti and not countably compact we know [l] that it must have weight c, the 
natural consequence of the van Douwen technique. A Kunen line construction using 
the continuum hypothesis yields [8] a separable perfectly normal nonmetrizable 
manifold; Martin’s axiom and the negation of the continuum hypothesis deny the 
existence of a perfectly normal nonmetrizable manifold [5]. 
The second construction uses O+ to construct a normal, not collectionwise normal, 
manifold. So far as is known, normal manifolds may have to be collectionwise 
ausdoti. Also, by [2], if P E V is a poset for adding supercompact many random 
reals, and G is P-generic over V, then V[ 61 II- any normal, locally compact space 
is collectionwise normal, and the addition of wea ly compact many random reals 
rmal implies collectionwise normal in manifolds [9]. So 
existence of a al, if0 
e construction is in some ways similar to one found in [7], 
and uses a technique found in [6]. 
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Let I denote the open interval (0, l), A = 12, and B = I X (-1,O). For all x E I, let 
AX =(x)x I and&=(x)x(-l,O);for(x, y)E(Au B)let ?r((x, y))=x.Themanifold 
we are about to construct is Au B with a new topology; however, for C in the 
plane or in (0, l), we use e to denote the usual closure of C. 
Let {xn In E O) be an indexing of Qn I. Index the set of all pairs (H, K) of -- 
countable subsets of B such that l=(H) n 7r( K)( = c as {(HP, &)I Q is even in 
(c - a)}, and index the set of all countable subsets G of A such that I{x I(x, 0) E G)J = c 
as { Ga 1 (Y is odd in (c - w)}. Then give a one-to-one indexing (x, I a < c} of I, making 
surethatx,E[?r(H,)n(O,x,)nrr(K,)n(O,x,)]ifa!isevenin(c-o)and(x,,O)E 
Ga n ((0, x,) x I) if CY is odd. We can assume that [m( H,) u ~sr( K,-J] c {xP I/S < a} 
if a! is even in (c-w). 
Our manifold M = Au B with a new topology 7; we define T by induction as 
follows. 
For p<c let M, = Au U(&, I a < /3}. We inductively define a topology rs on 
M, such that: 
(1) r. is the usual topology on A (which is MO). 
(2) If a <I% HX, I,) is an open separable metric submanifold of (M,, 78). 
(3) If /3 is a limit, then rs has U{ TV Ia c p) as a basis. 
(4) If /3 = a + 1, there is fa : A+ MB such that: 
(a) fQ is a homeomorphism onto its image which is an open subspace of 
(M,, T/3). 
(b) L ((x,, Y)) = k, -Y) for all Y E I. 
(d Z =b~IIf,MJnBfOl is a countable compact subset of {x,, I y s a 
and x,, < x,}, x, E Za, and, for all z E Z& fa 1 A, is a piecewise linear 
homeomorphism onto Bz. 
(d) For all x E I -Z,, f. 1 Ax is a piecewise linear homeomorphism of Ax 
onto a subinterval of A,. 
(e) For all compact .k(I-Z,), there is ~0 withf,(Jx I)cJx(e, 1). 
(f) For all s>O there is 6>0 such that, if lx-x&s and xc I-Z’, then 
fu(Ax) = (1x1 x (0,~)). 
If is = 0, q, is defined by (l), and, if p is a limit, Q is defined by (3). So we can 
assume p = a + 1 and that ra as well as f, for all y c (Y, have been defined. Since 
= MI1 u &, by (4) (a) and (b), Q is determined by TV and fa; so it suffices to 
ne faw 
If Q! E 0, define fa by: for all y E I, fa ((x, , y)) = (x,, -y) E B, and, if x # x,, 
fP((~~y))=(~n,~Ix-~al(y+l))~A. 
If CY is odd in (c - 0 ), choose {(z,, y,J I n E w } = Ga converging to (x, , 0) so that 
Z()<Z,<*** and yn < l/2”+’ for all n E O. 
For all y E I, define fa ((x, y)) by: 
(i) Mxcx, Y)) =(x,, -y). 
(ii) .L (k y>) = (x, ;( x-x,)(y+ 1)) for a 
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(iii) fa((zn, y)) = (z,, yy, +$yn) for all n E 0. 
(iv) fa (b, Y)) = (x, YYO+ $YO) for all x c z. l 
(v) If x is t of the way from z, to z ,,+I in 4 then fa((x, y)) is t of the way from 
&(k, Y)) to &(k+~, Y)) in A. 
The important hing to observe here is that, not only does fa so defined satisfy 
the induction hypotheses, but alsof, ((z,,, f)) = (z,, yJ E G, for all n E W. THUS (x,, -i} 
is in the rs closure of Ga. 
If LY is even in (c - o), then choose x,, < x4, < l l l from (x,, 1 y c CU), converging 
to x, SO that for each n E o, x0, E n( H.) if n is even and xcr, E &K,) if n is odd. 
Choose 0= w~<x,,c~~< w~<x,,<Q~<w~<~ l l so that w, and v” are in I -Z_ 
and &,((x, y)) <: l/2” for all x E ([w,, v,] -2,J. This is possible by (4) (f) of our 
induction hypotheses. For each n E w, choose y, E I so that (x,,, -yJ E HQ if n is 
even and (x,“, -yJ E Kp if n is odd. 
For all y E I, define fa ((x, y)) by: 
(i) fa ((x,, Y)) = ha, -uh 
(ii) Ai (k Y)) = (4 3( x-x,)(y+l)) if x>x,. 
(iii) fa((x, Y)) =A&, ~YY,)) if x E IN,, onI and Y ~3. 
(iv) fo (k Y)) =h. ((x, 2~” + 2~ - ~YU, - 1)) if x E [ w,, V~ 1 and y a 3. 
(v) If x is t of the way from v, to w,, in I, then &((x, y)) is t of the way from 
L(~,Y)) toL(h,~)) in A= 
Again one should observe, not only does fa satisfy the induction hypotheses, but 
fa (ke”, 2 I)) = fan ((x+, yn)) for all n. Since fpn ((x,, , y,,)) = (xa,, -y,,) which is in H, if 
n is even and in K, if n is odd, ((x~“, -y&uao} converges tofa((xa,4))=(xa, -f), 
and (x,, -i) is thus in the rs closure of both HP and K,. 
The desired space M = A u I3 is given the topology r which has UP_ rs as a 
basis. Clearly (M, 7) is a Hausdoti manifold since each (M,, 78) is; and (M, T) is 
separable since the separable A is dense in it. Since {M, I/3 < c} is an open cover 
of M with no countable subcover, M is not Lindeliif and hence not metrizable. It
remains to prove that M is normal. 
So suppose S and T are disjoint and closed in (M, 7). Let H = fl(S n B) and 
K=T(T~B); let G={xEZ~(X,O)ES~A) and J={xdI(x,0)~TnA}. By our 
choice of fa for (Y odd in (c-w), G-H and J-x pre countable. By our choice 
of fa for Q even in (c - o), H n l? is countable. So L = (G u H n J u K) is a countable 
closed subset {x,_ In E o} of I. By induction we choose a subsequence N of 0 and 
for each n E N an open subinterval 1” of Z containing x,“, as follows. If there is an 
m E A1 with m c n and xcl, E (2,” n I,,,), then n e N. Otherwise n E N and we choose 
In in such a way that: 
(i) The length of I,, c l/2”. 
(ii) The ends of In are not in U{Z,, I m E w }. 
(iii) If m c n in N, then In n Zam =0 and [fan& x I)ln[fa,,,(L x OlnA=0- 
(Since xcl, E (Zam n I,,J and the ends of I,,, are not in zam, using (4) (e) and (f), one 
can choose In satisfying (iii).) 
n E N} and let r* be the subspace of ( 
, seam 
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of (M, 7). Hence there are disjoint open-in-r* and hence open-in-r sets U and V 
with (M*nS)c U and (M*nT)c V, 
Let 2 = U{Z,” n In 1 n E IV}. Since L is closed, by (i) and (ii) and the fact that 
each Z_ is compact, 2 is closed in 1. If x E I- 2, there is a compact subinterval 
E = Ex of I - 2 containing x in its interior and E = E, > 0 such that: 
(1) One of ‘mn E and rr(K)n E is 0. 
(2) If T(H) n EZ0, then n( Ex(O,~])nK=fk 
(3) If T(H) n E f 0, then n( E x (0, E]) n H = f8. 
(4) If E n In # 0 for some n E IV, then f=,( E x I) c (E x (E, 1)). 
(Since we can choose E so that it intersects at most finitely many In’s and it misses 
Z,“, (4) (e) guarantees that we can choose E satisfying (4).) 
Let % be a locally finite open refinement of (E, IX E f-2) covering I -Z For 
E E '8 let &E be the E, for some x with E c EX. Then let 
S” = U{(E x (-1,O)) u (E x (0, EE)) 1 w(N) n E Z 0) 
and 
T” = U(( E x (-1,O)) u (E x (0, Ed)) 1 w(K) n E # 0). 
Then ( U u S*) - (T closure of T*) and ( Vu T*) - (r closure of S*) are disjoint 
r-open sets containing S and T whose existence completes our proof that (M, T) is 
normal. 
al, not collectionwise 00 anifol 
Forget he notation from the previous construction which is not appropriate here. 
If XEol and Ace,, we say x<A when we mean X<Q for all SEA. If F is a 
function whose range is a set of ordered pairs, we use 7rl( F) for the set of all first 
elements of ordered pairs in the range of F and We for the set of all second 
elements. We use the word stationary to mean stationary in wl. 
2.1. Some combinatorial dejinitions (whose use will only become apparent later) 
Let A be the set of all limit ordinals in ol. 
We assume O+ which is the statement: 
For all (Y E o1 there is a countable set & of subsets of a! such that, if A is any 
subset of wl, there is a closed unbounded (cub) set C in w1 such that, for all a! E C, 
both C n a and A n Q belong to &. 
Make sure that for every cu E wl, (Up_ ~4~) = da, a E da, and, for every /3 < (Y, 
#1=%X. 
One of the consequences of O+ is the continuum hypothesis; so for each (Y c w1 
we can choose a countable subset R, of [0, 1) such that [O, 1) = U,,,, R, ; make 
sure that (Y c p implies R, c R,. By O+, for each (Y E o1 we can choose a countable 
set 8a of subsets of (cy x R,) x R, such that, if E is any subset of (ol x [0, 1)) x [0, l), 
ereisacubset C inw, suchthat En((cuxR,)xR,)&u forall acC. 
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If PEo,. let ~~={~:(n+l)-,(~~xp)ln~o}. For AEA, let 
f~={(x,y,F)Ix<y<p<(h+o), ysv#), and FE~$). 
Indexfz = {f h+i 1 i E O) in such a way that each term of fz is fA+i for infinitely many 
i E co. If z 3 2, make sure that if fr =(x, y, F), then y s Z. 
For z E (ml -2) and fi = (x, y, F) we let Fz denote F. For x E wl, let Zi = 
{ZE(V2)1 x is the first term of fi) and 2: = (z E (q - 2) 1 x is the second term of 
fi}. If~<cv<or, let &={z~~f,Iz<a} and z&={zEz~~zc~}. 
If ad and (A,C)E-&, let BuAC=(P<CYI(Atp,CtP)E~~~ and let P,= 
{(A, C) E d; I &AC is cub in (u}. Observe that P$ ={((x}, a)lx<c+ Pi. Index P, 
as ((A,, , GJ I n E o} making sure that {(A,,, Can) In is even) is a one-to-one indexing 
of PE. 
We inductively choose for each cy E A and (A, C) E P, subsets Z(A, C) and 
Z’(A, C) of a! as follows. Assume this has been done for all /3 < a in A. Let 
B=(p<arla is a limit of BaAC in 4, z=UMAEB,CtP)IP~Bh z’= 
U{Z’(AtP,CtP)ISEB},andpo=supB. 
If (Y = PO, define ZAc = 2 and Z& = 2’. Otherwise list ( BaAC -(PO+ 1)) = pr c 
p2<- l . Forx<cuanda!f&Jet 
z/K = {z E Zl I PO s z, and (A n a, a) E (range Fz) for some a E BaAC} 
and 
z4, = {zEz~&+z, and for no CTE BaAC does (Anqa)~(range Fz), 
and &AC n dFz) # 0). 
Let 
z xAC =tzE&-kxIp ,cz,andifzEZ:,andp,~yaPi+l,thenz>Pi+l, 
and either z E (Z& u Z’,,) or the first two terms 
of fr agree on A). 
We say x and y agree on A if either both are in A or both are not in A. 
If ar # PO, define & =U{Z~,&EA)UZ and Z~c=U{ZX,&~(a-A)}u 
2’. 
If CL’ = PO+ w, define Z(A, C) = ZAc and Z’(AC) = Z&. 
Index cu = {ai I i E w}. Since ((ai), p) E .&g for all ai < p E A, for all i E W, z((ai}, a) 
and Z’({ai), ar ) have been defined. Let & = Z({ai), (u) n njci Z’({CW,), a = 
If Q > PO+ w, define Z(A, C) = & u U(Zia -Z&) I ai E A) and Z’(A, C) z 
ZXC U lJ(& -&C I ai E ‘4). 
Inductively one sees that Z(A, C) A Z’(A, C) = 0. By induction 2 n 2’ = 8. By 
the second conditions in the definitions of Z& and Z’,, and the third condition 
in the definition of ZxAc, ZAc and Z& are disjoint. Thus Z(A, C) n Z’(A, C) = 0 
in all cases. 
2.2. Some geometric de$nitions 
In the plane let a=(l,O), 6=(0, l), c=(-1,O) and d=(O, -1). For kc@, let 
bk = (0, 1/3k+‘), dk = (0, -1/3k+‘), Sk = (0, 1 - 1/3k+*), tk = (0, --1+ 1/3k+*); see Fig. 1. 
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d= (0,-l) 
= (1,O) 
c=t l/4,0) d=(l/Z,OI a=C 3/4,0) 
c=t1/2,0) b=<1/2,0) 
Fig. 1. 
a=(3/4,0) 
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Let D be the interior of the rectangle (&cd). Then let: 
be the closure in D of (a, sk, c, d), 
be the closure in of (a, dk, c, d), 
be the closure in of (a, b, c, fk), 
be the ClOSUre in D of (0, 6, c, b&). 
We define L (the long line) as w1 x [0, 1) with the lexicographical order topology. 
each x E o1 we let LX ={l~ Lll>(x,O)} and, for a,>~, =(zE L,p<(cu,o)}. 
also choose a copy I’ of the usual open interval (0,l) j&XI, ifx<z, let 
r = [(z9 0), (2 + 1,O)) x Ix. Let I& = ((2, 0)) x Ix, MO, = - I,,, and, for 1 E Lx, let 
I& = (1) x Ix. 
If z E ( w1 - 2) and fi = (x, y, F), we paste a copy D, of 4) into Mz* as follows. To 
describe the mapping we first map the closed rectangle (&cd) into L,(,+I, x 1. where 
K is a copy of [0, l] having IX as its (0,l). Take a to ((z, i), 0), b to ((z, $), f), c to 
((2, $), 0), and d to ((2, $), 0) (see Fig. 1). Next map the open interval (d, 6) of Dz 
linearly onto (((5 $), 0), ((z, i), i)) of MO, ; then for each p E (d, b), extend by mapping 
(c, p) and ( p, a) linearly onto (((z, $), 0), image of p) and (image of p, ((z, i), 0)), 
thus extending the map to all of D,. 
Similarly we paste the same Dz into M$; but this time we take a to ((z, i), 0), 6 
to ((z, j), 0), c to ((z, i), 0) and d to ((z, f), $), extending linearly into the interior as 
before except [d, b) goes to (((5 f), $), ((z, i), 0)) in that order. Observe that A& n 
42 =D,. 
Taking A,, AL, &, and Oiz to be the copies of Ak, A:, &, and 0: in D,, let 
M;rk=MXz-dL, M~~,=A&~-d~, &k=h&-8& and M&k=M,,=-@L. 
Observe the intersection perties of these sets. Especially that for all k and k’ in 
o, Mirk n My+rko = fl and 8, but M&k n M;& # 8. 
If xGzEwl and zaziuzz, define M~~k=M~~k=&fX~ for all kEw. 
If WC a! E A, define MxWak = U{Mz&lzE W-x}u{M;&lz&r- wj-x). For 
x~y<a, define M,,=U(MxP~y~~~~}. 
2.3. An attempt to aid the reader 
(The reader may wish to skip this section). 
See Fig. 2. The underlying set for our manifold M is lJ(& x IX 1 x E w,} with each 
Dz for fi = (x, y, F,) being identified so that the top part of D, in Mxz corresponds 
to the bottom part of D, in MYL. 
For ac > x in wl, we preserve the natural topology on each MXa so the problem 
is to define the topology on the left end, ZXa, of the Mx4 in such a way that A4 is 
normal but not collectionwise normal. 
Basic neighborhoods for points of IXll lie in M,, together with the part of LX x IX 
to the left of For x G z < cy, the neighborhood meets 
M;zk, ‘more or less, MXz minus the outer j of Dz a 
minus the outer $ D,. Since for fi = (x, y, Fz), Mlzk n k&k = 0 
0) while :A n && # 0, this gives us a means of separating some sets while not 
separating others. 
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D-2 
\ 
if f, = (x,y,F,) 
( Z,O) (z+i,o) (a:~) h+i,o) 
Fig. 2. 
If & = lJ{ Ix* 1 a > x in o,), then {& 1 x E ol} will turn out to be a discrete collection 
of closed sets which cannot be separated in M. 
To achieve normality we r elect out topology in such a way that for each closed 
set N and XE ol, there a y B x in (w,) such that either H 3 U(I,, 1 Q! > y} or 
there is an open set containing H whose closure misses lJ{ Zxa 1(Y > y}. For A c wl 
we must be able to separate U{& 1 x E A} from U(& I x L A}. For this A, Of gives 
us a cub C in w1 and for LY in the limits of C in ol, Z(A n a, C n a) and Z'(A n a, 
C n a) determine neighborhoods of Zxa which takes zzk (as opposed to an 
only if zEZ(Ana,C a) and xcA or if zeZ’(Ana,Cna) and xgA. Since 
Z(Ana, Cna)nZ’( n a, C n a) =@, we get an automatic separation of 
UC% lx E 4 from Ub% Ix 
Our complicated choice Ana, Cna) and Z'(Ana, Cna) is based on 
the idea found in [6] where another normal, not collectionwise normal space is 
constructed. 
e most difficult f the problem comes in the proof of noncollectionwise 
normality when it be necessary to look at an open cover of Lx x Ix which for 
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each ZXa is determined by a finite number of sets of the form Z(A n a, C n a) or 
Z’(A n a, C n a). One needs to recover from these a finite number of A c o1 such 
that, at each a, An a was in one of those determining sets. This becomes purely 
combinatorial and the earlier messy definitions do not come into this proof. 
2.4. Construction of the space 
For all a E o1 let M,, = lJ{~,a 1 x s /3 s 0). We inductively define a topology T= 
on Ma. Our desired manifold M = U,,,, M, which has U,,,, TV as a basis for 
its topology z 
Our induction hypotheses on a are: 
(1 j If p s a, then (A$, 78) is an open subspace of (A&, 7,). 
(2) For each x s a there is a homeomorphism hxa from (( L,(,+,) x Ix), usual 
product topology) onto ((L,(,+I) x I,), 7,) such that hxa 1 is the identity 
and, for all I E LXc,, hxa 1 ZXl is an increasing, piecewise line meomorphism 
onto ZXr. 
(3) Ifa E A and kE w, then (MxWorku A&&z r. if: 
(a) W = Z(A, C) for some (A, C) E Pm with x E A, or 
(b) W = Z’(A, C) for some (A, C) E Pa with XE A, or 
(c) W=~uZ~~u{zEZ~~I~<~~(Fr)} for some x</3Pa, or 
(d) W=~UZ~~U{ZEZ~~I~C~~(F,)) for some x~/%a. 
Assume that a E o1 and that rs and h,, have been defined for all p < a and x G 6. 
Observe that rcI is determined by (h,, 1 x s a). 
If a = X, for instance if a = 0, then define hxx to be the identity on A&. 
If a = p + 1, then, for all x s & let hxm r (I& x Ix) = h,,, and let hxa t Mxo be the 
identity. 
So assume x c a E A and let a0 be the topology on MO, = UP._ A$ which has 
basis. for defining 
Let W=(Wc Wak E To for all k E w). serve that if WE W and k E w, then 
(closure in 7’ of (k+l)) c &Wak since (k+l) contains u{&@ 1 x s B < a). 
Also if a 3 W* 3 WE W, then MXW*ak E r” also. In fact, any set which is open in 
LX= x IX in the usual topology and contains an open set in the r” topology containing 
lJ{ZX,&<fl<a and @CA}, belongs to 7’. 
Suppose (A, C) E Pa and x E A. Make all of the definitions used in the definition 
of Z(A, C). We show that Z(A, C)E W. An exactly analogous argument would 
show that Z’(A, C) E W if x g A. 
wo = a, Z(A, C) E W by induction on (3) (a) p’s C a. If PO < a, (2 u {&J) E W 
by (3) (a). If a = PO+ w, the usual topology on agrees with the r” topology, 
so if a = PO+ W, for every W c (a -PO), (2 u W) E W and, in particular if x = ai, 
Z({ai), a) E Wand Z’((aj}, a) E Wif i #j; SO Zia E %K Thus, to prove that Z(A, C) E 
W it suffices to show that (a - U{ZYAc I x and y disagree on A}) E ‘W. So it certainly 
suffices to show that if 2’ =lJ(Z&(y<x< a) and Z*=U{J$&<y<a), 
a-Z’ and a-Z* are in W. 
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If (a,- z’)e?V’, there is P=min{/3EAI&,</?Ca, xc& and ZNti(interior in 
rc of M,(a-Z’)ak )}. Observe that p E A. There is i E w with pi <p s pi- . By (3)(c) 
of the induction hypotheses, if W = (Pi + I ) u Z$ ‘J {z E Z$ 1 Pi < A Fz)) U 
then MXwPk E7~ c 7’. AmI by (2) of the induction hypotheses, 
~*={1~L,J(~~+1,0)~1~(~+1,0)}, then (L*XI,)EQ~~~. Thus Z~C 
@h’ak n(L*xI,))ET’.ButifzE(Z’n W)and(Bi+l)~z<p,thenzEZ~~CnZ~~ 
and pi c v*( Fz) < /3. By the definition of ZiA,, there is o E w*(E) with c E &.,Ac. 
However there is no term of BclAC between pi and pi+, l Thus I, is in the 7’ interior 
of ~x(a--Z’)ak* 
Since a z E Z* has z E ZcAc for some y and thus again, by the definition of Z&, 
w2( F,) n BaAC # 0, the same proof yields that Zp is in the V-O interior of Mx(a-Z’]ak. 
Thus Z(A, C) E ‘W if x E A and, similarly, Z’(A, C) E ‘W if x E (a! -A). 
Before we continue our construction of h,, in the case a! E A, we would like to 
note also that if ie w and W: = ai u ZE u {Z E Zl1 ai < wz( Z$)} and Wz = ai u 
Zia u {z E Zi, 1 Qi < v2( Fz)}, then both W: and Wf are in W: For instance, observe 
that by (3) (c) Wf E “ur by induction if LY is a limit of A. Otherwise if h = sup(A n a), 
p = min( A, ai}, and W = /3 u ZiA u (z E Z”, 1 /ii < 7r2(Fz)), then ( A/lxA u MxWAk) E rA by 
(3) (c) at A. Thus since the usual topology on &iXAe agrees with TO and TV c TO, 
WE Scr and, since W c Wf , Wf E gY: Similarly, W: E ‘IV for all i. 
Recall the indexing of Pa and, for i E o, let ZF be Z(A,i, Cai) if x E A,i and 
Z’(A,i, Cai) if x sz A,i. Then let Zi =njsi(ZT n Wit n Wj). Index 8’= = {Ei I i E W} in 
such a way that each E E %a is Ei for infini, sly many i. 
Choose yi E (cy - X) and pi E Mxxa by induction as follows. Take ‘y. = x and assume 
that yi has been chosen. Choose pi =((u, v), W) E Mxzipt with (ri, 0) c (u, V) in LXa 
and, if possible, pi E Eis Then choose yiyi+l > u with yi+l E A if Q! is a limit of A. 
We now define g : Muca + Mucl as follows. 
If a = x + w, just define g to be the identity. 
If cu>x+o and r is not a limit in A and h=sup(Ancr), then x<h<cu and 
we define g by g 1 M,(A+1, = hxA and g 1 Mxhu is the identity map. 
If ar is a limit of A, we define g to agree with hxy, on M._,, and agree with hxyi+, 
On “x(Yi+l)Yi+l for all i a 1. For each i a 1 we extend g linearly to the rectangle 
MXyi u Ix(n+l) so that g 1 Iyi is the identity and g agrees with hXyi+, on ZX(,,i+l) as 
already defined on these ends of the rectangle. 
Observe that M,, = L,, x IX and that, because of the inductive properties of the 
&‘s, g is what we will call a “good” function: that is g is a homeomorphism from 
((LX* X ZX), usual product topolgy) onto (A&, 7’) and, for each Z E LX_ g 1 IX, is an 
increasing piecewise linear homeomorphism of IX, onto IX,. 
We next modify g to get another good function j as follows. Recall the chosen 
points {pi I i E w}. If i E W, pi E Z,,, with fi = (ni, vi> E L,, ; let .Z = (i I g( (li, 4)) E M,,,i}. 
Observe that if i E J, vi # 0 since ZPX c lMxw,i for all W c a and x < p < LX. Choose 
j to agree with g outside of UicJ MXU, and to extend g 1 ZXU, and the identity on IX,, 
linearly to U{ZX, I<ui, 0) 6 Is Zi}; and then to extend the identity on ZXI, and g 1 ZXtUi+,) 
linearly to UK, 1 li s !.s (ui + 1,O)). Since each A&,, u ZX(U,+l) is closed in IMXXm in
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both the usual and the TO topologies, which agree on these sets, and their union is 
also closed in both topologies, j is indeed good. 
Now modify j to get a good function k as follows. Suppose i > 0 and 1~ 
( LXyi - Lxyi_,)’ Let eO = inf{e E Ix, 1 e E Mxzia(i-l)} and e, = inf(e E I& 1 e E M,,i}; that 
is e. and e, are I’, coordinates: numbers in [0, 11. If 1 = (z, u) and z ti (2: u 2:) or 
Ocu<$or$<u<l,then eo=el= 0; otherwise 0 c e. < e, < 1. Define k 1 Ix, =j 1 Ix, 
if eo= el . Otherwise define k 1 Ix, to be the homeomorphism onto I’, which agrees 
with j on the interval [e,, 1) and maps [co/i, e,] linearly onto [j( eo), j(el)], and 
maps [O, eo/ i] linearly onto [0, j( e,)]. Since for all i E o, Mxziai E r”, k is good. 
Finally we modify k to get a good function h as follows. For each i> 0, since 
pi E Mx+i 3 the compact interval [pi, k(( li, f))] c Mdiai l Thus there are open intervals 
Xi c Lxcl and Y;: c Ix, both with compact closures, and li E Xi, such that (yiyi, 0) < Xi c 
(X+1 9 O)s [k-1(pi)9 (li9 21 c Y;:, and k(Xi X Yi) c Mxzipi. Choose h to agree with k 
outside of U{Xi x Yi 1 i E w}. Then for each i > 0 extend h by a piecewise map taking 
Zi x yi onto k( fi x y1:) in such a way that h(( Zi, f)) = pi. Then extend h linearly to the 
rest Of Xi X Yi. 
At last define hxa : M,t,+lp M,t,+ll by hxLl 1Mna = h and hxm 1A& is the 
identity. Our construction is complete but we must check the induction hypotheses. 
From the goodness of the maps g,j, k, and h and our choice of hxa, we automatically 
get (1) and (2). 
Since rcl preserves a0 on Lxa x Ix, for (3) the only question is, is there a point of 
Ix0 in the rcI closure of lMxx, - A&,, for one of the W’s listed in (3) (a), (b), (c) 
or (d)? This is not a problem unless x < a! E A. In this case, if x E &i for some i, 
then Z( A,i, Cai) 3 Zi 3 Zi+l 2 l l l (or Z’(A,i, Cai) 2 Zi if x e Ami). Also Wf 3 Zi and 
W! 2 Zi. So by our choice of S for all i, no point of Ixly is in the usual closure of 
k-‘(M,, - Msi+,ai). Since h and h,, preserve this property, all of (3) nolds for a. 
Since our induction hypotheses hold we can define M = U,,,, 1’% and topologize 
M by using T=U,_, T, as a basis. Certainly (M9 7) is a two manifold. It remains 
to prove that it is normal but not collectionwise normal. 
2.5. Proof that M is normal 
Suppose that H and K are closed and disjoint in (M, 7). 
Suppose x E ol . Choose for each p 2 x a countable subset H,, of H n Mxs which 
intersects any of th,t? M&i- M&(i+l), or the M$i- M,B(i+l), or niew M&i- 
nicw M$i or niEo MLpi which intersect H. Let Hx = UPC,, HxP. By our choice of 
%‘$s, there is a cub set CxH in A --x such that, for all cy E CxH, lJBca HxP E &. We 
say cy E &(o) if (i of Ixp) E H. Otherwise there are in w and yi < (Y such that 
ain(H- i) = 0 (where yi and Zi are as defined in the construction of &), 
and in this case we say cy E CxH( i). 
If C&(W) is uncountable we can assume that (1 of Ix=) E H for all LY E CM ; and 
we let yxH denote the first term of CxM in this case. 
Otherwise we can assume that CxH c Uiew CxH( i) and there is an i, such that 
CxH (i) is stationary. Choose a stationary XxH c CxH (i) such that all cy E XH have 
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the same yi which we call yxH. Let [lx, = lJlMxz,a(i+l)l o E X&}= Observe that 
I,,C UxH ifx<&andifpEHr;l kf& for some /3 > yxH, then one of - +r+ - x@!i+l) 
and M,, - M,B(~+,) contains a r neiG;lborhocd ofp contained in & and missing IJxH. 
Interchange W and K and choose CxK, yx~, and U& if appropriate. We i;bn 
assume that CxH = Cx~ = Cx and that ?‘xH = yxK = yx- 
Let A = (X E t+ 1 CxH (0) is uncountable); if x E A, observe that Cx~ (0) = 0. Choose 
a cub C c A such that x < (Y E C implies CY E Cx and yx < ac. By O+ we can assume 
that both (Y n C and Q! n A are in J& for every Q! E C. Let C” = {limits of C}. If 
x E A, let Vx = lJ(j!&(Ancr,CnoJaO) (Y E (C* -x)} and if x E (a1 -4, let K = 
U(M~Z~~A~~.C~~~~O 1 CY E (C* - x)}. Again observe that all I& for x < p < o1 are in V’. 
If a! E C u (0) and CT’ is the successor of ar in C, choose disjoint open Hz and 
Kz in the metric subspace (Mae, T,$ of (M, T) with (H n Map) c Hz and (K n A&) c 
K$. Let HE = HZ~J,,, M, and Kz = Kze -U,+_ M, . (Closures in this section 
are all taken in the r topology.) 
For XEO~, let c,=sup{o!~C(a~~}. 
For each point p E H u K choose a T neighborhood 0, of p sucin that, if p E M,, 
0, is contained in all of the following which contain p: (1) Vx, (2) UxH9 (3) UxK, 
(4) M-z, (9 M-u,,, (6) H:@, (7) K:,x,, (8) M& (9) M,;, (IO) M-M,;, 
(11) Da. Notice that all of these sets belong to r and that p can belong to at most 
two 1M,‘s so such an 0, is possible. 
We claim that lJpEH 0, and lJqeK 0, are disjoint open sets containing H and 
K respectively; thus proving that M is normal. 
To prove the claim suppose that PE M, n H and q E s n K and that 
OpnOq#O. 
First suppose x = y. 
Not both cs G c: and cs s c: since then cs and cs are either c, or CL and in either 
case OP c Hz! and 0, c Kz! and K!!; n H$ = 0. If c, = c,, then OP c ( Hzx n MC;); 
butifqEK~~,thenO,n~= 0. So 0, n 0, # 0 and x = y imply c, > c, and similarly 
cs > c,. 
One of CxH( 0) and CxK (w) is countable; say CxH (w). Since yX c c: , /3 > yX and 
p&Cz,,. So q@ &H. Thus p E Do and q E Ds and 0, n 0, # 0 imply p = 6. But then 
O,, c Hz8 and Oq c KzB and 0, n 0, = $3 in any case. 
Thus x#y; in fact pe M,,@ and qE M,,. 
Suppose both CxH (0) and C,, (0) are uncountable. Then x and y disagree on 
A and Vx n V__ = 0. So assume q E V, (or similarly that p E 
0, c Ds. If x0 and x1 are the first two terms offs, then Da 
Oq c DS and O, n 0, f 0, x0 and x1 are x and y. But then q E 
assumption. 
Suppose one of GH (w) and CYK (0) is countable; say C,, (w) is countable. Since 
S>c,, and qti U,, leads to the same contradiction shown abcve when qti V,, 
cis = CY sy,<c;. Ah p E V’ and q E V_ since otherwise we again get the same 
contradiction. 
If Y d x, therm cY s c,. Since c, = c8, 0, c MC;. n K :s. Since 
So+O,=0. ence OpnOq =0 if ySx. 
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Thus xcy. Let PO= sup{ 6 E C” u (0) 15 s c,J and let a be the successor of &, in 
C*. When defining Z(Anq Cna) and Z’(Anq Cna) we used (Pi(iEo} to 
index (5 E C 1 PO c cc a}. SO some i has c,, = pi and C: = pi+l. By the definition of 
2 x(Ana)(Cna)s if 2 E Z$(Ana)(Cna) and Pi G-Y s Pi+1 9 then 2) /%+I l But 0, C K and 
XCY and pisyY@i+r imply OP and 0, must intersect in a point of some Q with 
z E Zf, n Z$Ana)(Cnu) and thus z > Pi+1 = CL. Since pi = cv implies 0, c MC , this is 
impossible. Thus contrary to assumption 0, n 0, = 0 in all cases and M is iormal. 
2.6. hoof that M is not collectionwise normal 
For x<tq, let 9x = U{ lXa 1 x < a c 0,). We assume that there is UX E r with 
& c UX and that { UX Ix E o,} are disjoint. We shall prove that this assumption leads 
to a contradiction; and since the union of any subset of (& Ix E wl} is closed in r, 
we will have proved that M is not collectionwise normal. 
Suppose that x E w1 and for z Z= x, let z, = ((2, l), i) E A&. Let Vx = {z, & Ux I z 2 x}. 
By our definition of &, there is a cub CX in the limits of A such that, for all 
a! E CX, ( V’ n M&) E ga. We can assume x < CX. While de5ng h,, for x C cy E A, 
we indexed I& = {En In E o} and chose yn c Q. Since UX n Vi = 0, if (Y E CX, there 
is n E o such that E, =(VXnM&)E& and Ad&“n(E,-%)=0. So, if z&Z, 
and ‘yn c z, then z, _ g Ux. (Recall the definition o”f 2” which like ‘yn depends on 
x and ar.) 
Thus by the pressing down lemma and the definition of Z,, we can choose a 
stationary subset S’ of CX, n, E o, and ‘yX > x such that for all a! E SX, if yX < 2, 
~~<?rz(F,)<~, and =f&~., 27, then z, E Ux. (The Zj% are functions of Q as 
well as of x.) 
Our basic lemma for this section is: 
ma 1. If x c y c o1 and S,* and S,* are stationary subsets of Sx and S,, respectively, 
then there are stationary TX c S,” and Ty c Sz, an A c o1 on which x and y diasgree, 
and an i G n, and j G nv such that for all a! E TX and /3 E Ty with a! C /3, (A n a) = A,i = 
(ABi n a I- 
To prove Lemma 1 we choose y > { ‘yX, yy) in wl and a stationary SC S$ such 
that, if a E S and is n,, there is 9 E Cai with y c g c y. We can assume that S> y 
and S,*> ‘y. 
If a<p with ad and pESy*,let 
z a@ = {z E (ZB n Z$) 1 range of F, is: {(Aa n ao, co), (A,, n q , ci,), . . . , 
Manx n an, 9 UnJv (Bo, dv (Bt 3 a’,), l l l 3 (Bny, &.)I 
where for i s n,, UiE Cai-7, and for js n,,, UjE Cpj-r, 
and for wr G n,, and j c n,, Bj f Ag,,., n o-j}. 
If ZEZiXb9 ZEfli~nx Zr for x and cu; so z, E Ux Since Ux n U, = 0, 2, fit U,. 
z, = zy ; SO z E V, and ZE nj~n, ZT for y and /3. y the definition of zYAwcP, 
zE+&/3j for j G nJ,? for each choice of uj’s which puts a z in Z&, there must be an 
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i<n, andjsny with Apjngi = A,i n oi with x and y disagreeing on A,i n Ci since 
otherwise zE njsnY 2; for p and y. For d < (Y we can choose ai’S, keeping Bj’S and 
a,!'~ fixed, with ai E (Cai - 6). 
Thus: 
There is a stationary S c S,* such that, for all a! E S and /3 E S,* with 
a! c/3, there are i G n, and j s ny with A,i = (ABi n a) and x and y 
disagree on A,i. (9 
In Section 2.7 we prove Lemma 1 from (*); for now let us assume Lemma 1 and 
complete our proof that ( Ux 1 x E wl} cannot be disjoint. 
For each x E o1 we use induction to choose a stationary TX c ol, an Nx c n,, and, 
for each i E Nx, an Ai c co1 as follows. Let Txc = Sx and assume that, for some 
i G n,, a stationary Txi c Sx has been chosen. If there is an A c co1 and stationary 
Tc TX such that for all o E T, A,i = An a, then let Tx(i+l) = T, Ai = A, and put 
i into Nx. Otherwise just take Txci+l) = Txi and do not put i into Nx. Let TX = Txt”x+l). 
By induction we next choose for each m E o, a finite X,,, c w1 and a finite set 9Jm 
of subsets of o1 as follows. Arbitrarily choose x0 E o1 and define X0 = (x0}. Having 
chosen a finite X,,, c wl, let 9,,, = (Ai 1 x E Xm and i E NJ. If t : f4& + 2, let Xm, = 
{y E wI Iy > Xm and, for all A E S,,,, y E A if and only if t(A) = 1). Choose X,,,+, so 
that X,,,+l is finite, X,,, c Xm+l, and X,,,+l n X,,,, # 0 for any t : a,,, + 2 with Xm, f 0. 
Finally choose y > U (Xm 1 m E o} in ol. Since NY is finite, there is an n E w such 
that, if i E NY and Ai E U{ S,,, I m E w}, then Ai E C?lm for some m < n and thus 
Ai(y)Ean. There is t:$+2 such that yEX”,; and there is xeX,,nX,+,. 
Since x c y and Lemma 1 holds, there are stationary T c TX and T’c TY, and 
A c a1 on which x and y disagree, and an i G n, and j s n, such that, for all a! E T 
and /3E T’with c;u<~, (Ana)=A,i=(Apjna). 
Since T c TX c Txi, A satisfies the properties for an Ai and thus i E Nx. Also, 
since for all (Y E TX, A,i = Ai( X) n a and A,i = A n a, Ai( X) = A. Similarly Ai = A. 
Thus AE S’“+,; but by our choice of n, we then have A E @,,, for some m c n and 
A E %. Since x and y are both in X,,, , x E A if and only if y E A if and only t(A) = 1. 
SO x and y agree on A which is a contradiction. Thus the proof of Lemma 1 will 
complete our proof that M is not collectionwise normal. 
2.7. Proof of Lemma 1 
Suppose that x < y c o1 and that stationary S c S$ c Sx and S,* c S, are given 
satisfying (*). We first choose for each i s (n, + 1) a stationary Sxi c S as follows. 
Let Sxo = S and suppose Sxi has been chosen for some i 6 n,. Let Szi = {a E Sxi IX 
and y agree on A,i} and S, = (a! E Sxi Ix and y disagree on A,i}. Choose Sx(i+l) to 
be one of S,‘i and S, which is stationary. Define S” = Sx(n,+l) and let N” = 
{i G n, I Sc(i+l) = &i}* 
Observe that: 
(a) If i E N* and a E S*, then x and y disagree on A,i. Also observe that N = N* 
(with SN* = S” and S,+ = S,*) satis 
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(b) There are stationary SN c S* and S,, c S,* so that, if (Y E SN and p E S,, and 
ac < /I, then there are i E N and j G n,, with A,i = Api n a. 
Assume that N c N* is minimal to satisfy (b). Consider: 
(c) There are A c ml, a stationary Q = SN, and an i E N, such that for all CY E Q, 
Aai =Antl!. 
lies . 
(/3ES,*(Apj=Anfl}. 
Assume (c). For each J’s n,, define Qjy = 
If there is a j < nv with Qjy stationary, take TX = Q and Ty = Qjy. Since for all 
cue 7”.‘. and PE Ty with a<fi, A,i= A n a = Apj n a, and, by (a), x and y disagree 
on A, Lemma 1 holds. Cl 
Otherwise, for all j s n,,, Qjy is nonstationary and we let Qy = (limits of Q) n 
(sNY -UjS+ Qjy)* If P E Qy9 Q! E 0, and (Y < p, by (b) there is i’ E N and j < ny such 
that Ami'= ABj n CL Since Apj n p # A n p but A,i = A n a, there must be some p* < p 
such that for all a! >p* in Q, I’m N- = (N -{i)). There is a stationary S,-, c Q,, 
such that all p E S,-, have the same p*. Thus SN- = (Q -@*) and this S,-, testify 
to the fact that N- satisfies (b) and this contradicts the minimality of N. So it 
remains to prove (c). 
ma 1). If Q* c SN and ar E Q”, let Q*(a) = {p > Q! in 
Q*IA,i#Apino for any in N}. 
Suppose that for all stationary Q* c SN there is an Q! E Q* for which Q(a) is 
stationary. Then for each m E w we inductively choose a stationary Q,,, c SN and 
qm E Q,,, for which Q,,,(qm) is stationary. Then define Qm+l = Q,,,(q,,,); we can begin 
with Q0 = SN. Next choose p E S,, with p > {q,,, 1m E o}. By (b) for all m there is 
an i&N andj, G n, such that Aqmi, =ABj,,, n qm. There are certainly m c m’ in w 
with i, = i,v = i and j,,, = jm. = j. Since qm c qme and Aa,,i = Apj n qml and Aarni =Apj n 
4m9 Aqmi = Aq,,,,i n qm contrary to the assumption that q&# E Qm( qm). 
Thus there is a stationary Q* c SN such that, for all cy E Q*, Q*(a) is nonstationary. 
For each a! E Q* choose a cub Ba c (0, - Q*( a~)); choose B, > LY. Then by induction, 
for each 7 E wl, choose b, to be the first term of Q* n (n,,, BbJ. BN = {6,, 1q E ol} 
is stationary since it contains Q* n (limits of BN). Thus: 
(d) There is a stationary BN c SN such that, for all (Y c /3 in BN, there is an i E N 
with A,i=Agina. 
Assuming that (c) is false, N satisfies (d) and not (c). Choose a minimal N’ c N 
which, when N’ replaces N in these statements, atisfies (d) and not (c). 
Let B' denote B,,,' and arbitrarily choose m E N’. 
For arc B’let Ym={p>a) in B'l{m}={iEN'IA,i=Agincr}}. 
Let Y” = {a! E B'l Ya is staticnary}. 
Observe that Y* is stationary since otherwise we can choose, for each LY E 
(a’- Y*),acubset Y,c(o,-Y*)wi ol, by induction, 
we choose 6, to be the first term of ={S&<O~) is 
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stationary. Since A c B’, if a! c /3 in A, there is i E N with A,i = Api A a; since j3 li Y,, 
i # m so i E (N’- {m}). Thus the proper subset (N’- {m}) of N’ satisfies (d). If 
(N’- (m}) satisfies (c), then so does N and we are done. But (N’ - (m}) satisfying 
(d) and not (c) contradicts the minimality of N’. 
Similarly, for each a0 E Y* and a1 E Ya,,, define T,,,, = {/3 > a1 in Y%l (m} = 
{ie N’lAa,i = Api n a,}} = ( YN n Y,,); and let YzO = {ai E Y%I U,,,, is stationary}. 
By the same argument given above, YzO is stationary. 
Thus clearly, if cyo E Y*, one can choose QI~ <al < a2 < l l l such that, for all n > 0, 
an en,.,, K..* 
For all q < o1 choose a, by induction so that, if q is 0 or a limit, then CY,, is the 
first term of Y” greater than (a, 1~ < VI}, and a, c (Y,+~ <a,+2 < * l l , and, for all 
n E w, f++, E f-b., x++,.. 
Again Q = (a, 17 c q} is stationary since Q 3 ( P n (limits of 0)). 
Observe that if a < /3 in Q, then A,, = A,,,, n cr. This is obvious if j3 c a + o since 
then j3 E Y,. If j3 a a + w, then for each n E o, by (d), there is i,, E N’ with Aa+n)i, = 
ABi, n (a +n). There must be n c n’c o with i, = i,,r; thus Au+n,i. = &,+,e,i,n 
(a + n). But, since (a + n’) E l&+“), i, = m. Thus h,+,,m = A@,,, n (a + n) and, since 
A am =A, a+n)m n a, Aam = &m n a. 
If A=U(A,,IaEQ}, then, for all a@, A,=Ana. Thus Q, A, and i=m, 
satisfy (c) as desired. Cl 
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